
ID No:      Name: 

1.    bike created 

running safely 

gear chnaged 

 

 

2.           abstract 3.   

    0 

    3 

    4 

4.       

        2 

        3 

5.               Compilation Fails 

6.         a,e,f 7.       c,f 8.    protected 9.       set 10.             b 

11.         c 12.      f 13.    c,d 14.     b,f 15.             c 

16 a.   Cup is Coffee 16 b.  Coffee is a Cup 16 c.   Cup has coffee 16 d.   Coffee has cup 

17a.  

 

newTreeMap<Empl,String>(newSalaryComp()

); 

 

  17 b.  

 

tm.put(newEmpl("John",10000), 

"Emp1"); 

tm.put(newEmpl("Mary",8000), 

"Emp2"); 

 

 

17e.   

 
while(itr.hasNext()){ 

 Map.Entry me=(Map.Entry)itr.next(); 

 System.out.println(me.getKey()+":"); 

 System.out.println(me.getValue()+":"); 

        } 
17c.        tm.entrySet(); 

 

17d.        es.iterator(); 

 

17f. 

         implements Comparator<Empl> 

 
17g. 

publicint compare(Empl e1, Empl e2) 

{        if(e1.getSalary() > e2.getSalary()) 

return 1; 

else 
return -1; 

} 

 

 

 

Explanation  

Q1. Read this link 

Q2. Compile Time Error -If there is any abstract method in a class, that class must be abstract. 

 

Q5. Compilation fails because ArithmeticException has already been caught. 

ArithmeticException is a subclass of java.lang.Exception, by time the ArithmeticException has 

been specified it has already been caught by the Exception class. 

If ArithmeticException appears before Exception, then the file will compile. When catching 

exceptions the more specific exceptions must be listed before the more general (the subclasses 

must be caught before the superclasses). 

 

 

Q 6. You are not allowed to declare instance level variables in an interface, so all variables that 

are declared within an interface are constants. The final keyword in Java denotes a variable 

http://www.javatpoint.com/abstract-class-in-java


whose value cannot change once initialized, and the static ensures that only one memory location 

is used to store that constant variable. So, variables defined within an interface are static and 

final. Furthermore, all implementing classes must have access to any constant properties defined 

within an interface, and as such, propertied defined within an interface should be decorated with 

the public keyword 

Q7. Obviously f) will not compile, as the declaration lacks a datatype definition. Option c) will 

not compile due to the fact that it lacks a variable name. Now, in light of the fact that interfaces 

can only declare constants, or static final properties, a) and b) would properly compile. Options 

a) b) d) e) will compile. 

 

Q10. In this case, option b) is correct. Since onSwitch is false, !onSwitch evaluates to true, so the 

value of onSwitch is printed to the console. 

 

Furthermore, 99 is less than 100, so the word less is printed to the console after the word false. 

 

Q14. A constructor must have the same name as the class, hence (a) is not a constructor. It must 

not return any value, hence (c) is not correct. A constructor cannot be declared abstract or final 

(d,e).  

 

 

Q15. The extends keyword expresses an is-a relationship, so Cup extends Coffee would imply 

that a Cup is Coffee, which doesn't really make sense. 

 

When we declare instance variables within classes, we are expressing a has-a relationship. So, 

option c), where a cup has an instance of Coffee, would be best expressing the fact that a cup can 

sometimes contain coffee. 

 

Q16. Hense, from the above Q15’s explanation –  

Option a) can be read as a Cup is Coffee 

Option b) can be read as a Coffee is a Cup 

Option c) can be read as a Cup has Coffee 

Option d) can be read as a Coffee has a Cup 

 

 

 

 

Subjective Question: Each 5 Marks (50-100 Words) - 3 Question 
 

a. When is a method said to be overloaded and when is a method said to be overridden? 

Explain with example. 

    Answer: Text book Thinking in Java or following link 

 

b. What is the difference between final, finally and finalize() in Java? Explain with 

example code. 
    Link - Answer            

http://www.programcreek.com/2009/02/overriding-and-overloading-in-java-with-examples/
http://www.javatpoint.com/difference-between-final-finally-and-finalize


Answer: There are many differences between final, finally and finalize. A list of differences 

between final, finally and finalize are given below: 

No. final finally finalize 

1) Final is used to apply restrictions on 

class, method and variable. Final class 

can't be inherited, final method can't 

be overridden and final variable value 

can't be changed. 

Finally is used to place 

important code, it will 

be executed whether 

exception is handled or 

not. 

Finalize is used to 

perform clean up 

processing just before 

object is garbage 

collected. 

2) Final is a keyword. Finally is a block. Finalize is a method. 

Java final example 
class FinalExample{   

public static void main(String[] args){   

final int x=100;   

x=200;//Compile Time Error   

}}   

Java finally example 
class FinallyExample{   

public static void main(String[] args){   

try{   

int x=300;   

}catch(Exception e){System.out.println(e);}   

finally{System.out.println("finally block is executed");}   

}}   

Java finalize example 
class FinalizeExample{   

public void finalize(){System.out.println("finalize called");}   

public static void main(String[] args){   

FinalizeExample f1=new FinalizeExample();   

FinalizeExample f2=new FinalizeExample();   

f1=null;   

f2=null;   

System.gc();   

}}  

 

c. Explain up casting vs. down casting with suitable example?  

    Answer Link 
 
 

 

http://www.cs.utexas.edu/~cannata/cs345/Class%20Notes/14%20Java%20Upcasting%20Downcasting.htm

